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Steps to upload
and approve files
on Apogee Portal

1. Create print ready PDF files using Martin Printing’s PDF
settings. PDF output instructions can be downloaded at:
http://www.martinprinting.com/file-upload.html
2. Register as a user for the Portal by contacting your
project manager at 864.859.4032 x2.
Login to Apogee Portal at:
http://www.onlineprintingportal.com/PageMaster

3. Double click on the blank thumbnail of the project.
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Select “browse” to upload the PDF.
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4. Upload file(s) and once the upload is complete, the file(s)
will appear in the “uploaded documents” box.
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5. Drag and drop the files from the “uploaded documents”
box onto the correct position on the template to the right.
Multi-page files can be dropped onto a single page and will
populate the following pages.
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6. A grayed out page will appear after dropping onto the
template. When you are happy with your page placements,
press the “submit” button in the lower right corner to begin
proofing.

7. After submitting, pages will process (yellow icon above
the page) and proofs will be available within approx. ten
minutes of submission.

8. Once the yellow icon turns blue, you may review proofs.

Double click on any thumbnail to view the proof. Use the
icon in the upper right corner to proof for bleed, trim and
resolution.
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9. Replace any pages by selecting the thumbs down,
or approve pages with the thumbs up icon.
If you reject a page, leave
a brief remark about why
the page is being rejected.
Select “clear position after
reject” to delete the file.
A new page can be
dragged and dropped
over the rejected page.

10. Approve the pages using the thumbs up icon, until all
pages have been approved and the green approved icon
appears above each page.
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If you have any questions, please let us know!
864.859.4032 x2

